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ESPON ESCAPE - Territorial evidence on European 
shrinking rural areas and governance perspectives

Chronology of demographic 
shrinkage and growth (1993 -
2033)
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19 %
of 

shrinking 
regions

Agricultural, very low-income regions with 
severe legacy and active shrinking

Declining due to economic disadvantage relative to national 
centres that fuels outmigration; lacking a strong sector to rely on 

10 %
of 

shrinking 
regions

Industrial, mid to low-income regions with 
severe legacy and active shrinking

Catching up through economic restructuring reducing low-
productivity jobs and damaging weak population structures

20 %
of 

shrinking 
regions

Agro-industrial, low-income regions with 
moderate, mostly legacy shrinking

Comparatively weak at national level but more central and 
relatively stronger than the first cluster

25 %
of 

shrinking 
regions

Servitised, mid-low-income regions with 
moderate legacy shrinking

Geographic specificities and week industrial sector; healthy enough 
economy to prevent massive outmigration but worsening, and 

“distorted” population structures.

26 %
of 

shrinking 
regions

Servitised, mid-income regions with moderate, 
mostly legacy shrinking

Robust still weaker than national average, with “distorted” 
population structures and low fertility.

ESPON ESCAPE – typologies of rural shrinkage 



ESPON GRETA - Green Infrastructure (GI): Enhancing 
biodiversity and ecosystem services for territorial 
development

• Strategically planned network of natural 
and semi-natural areas

• Multifunctional character of GI 

• GI provides various ecological, social, 
cultural and economic benefits (i.e. 
ecosystem services)

• GI can contribute to mitigate long-term 
environmental challenges e.g. climate 
change and biodiversity loss
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Supporting factors

 Most important: a strategic vision for 
implementing GI

 Knowledge of monetary value attached 
to and benefits derived from GI as 
opposed to grey solutions. 

 Long-term political commitment at all 
scales of governance.

 Ideally a cooperative process combining 
bottom-up and top-down approaches. 

Supporting and limiting factors for GI development
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